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We sincerely appreciate customers have encouraged
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and interested in Unichem Co., Ltd.
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All of executives and staffs in Unichem Co., Ltd,
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leading a wealth & comfortable the 21st century,
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have worked on a firm conviction that full satisfaction
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of the customer, best quality and services are our
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business motto. Also we will promise to serve
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you with high-tech products. In particular, with an
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improved technology & accumulated know-how, we
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will take an initiative in investing R&D and maintain
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rigid quality control system for the satisfaction of
customers. In the future we wish you will give us a
lot of guidance, advice and encouragement.

⸐㓄㉙ゞ

ⳳ㉲ⳤ

CEO : J. K. Kim



steering oil, Various Greases, Glass cleaner.
Liquid coating wax, leather & tire wax,
Multipurpose cleaner, Battery treatment,
Engine coating treatment, Rust preventative &
lubricant, Injector & carb cleaner.
We have supplied the qualified products to
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local companies, and also exported to various
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12.

countries such as Russia, Japan, Uzbekistan,

one of the major manufacturer of Car Care

Mongolia, Ukraine, etc..

Products in Korea. Unichem Co., Ltd is built

There is 20 employee's. We have approxi-

on a heritage of excellent quality, exact delivery

mately 80 business clients in local market,

and customer satisfaction under the motto of

and more than 10 companies in international

Quality, Credit and Harmony.

market. Our company's gross sales in 2012

Unichem Co., Ltd is a leading manufacturer

FY recorded $8 million.

and exporter of Lubricating Oil (Engine Oil, ATF,

All the staff of Unichem Co., Ltd are dedicated

Gear Oil...) Antifreeze & Coolant, Brake Fluid,

to ensuring every client can be satisfied with

Windshield washer, Coating washer, Power

our high quality and exact delivery.
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Found in 1992, Unichem Co., Ltd is the
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J.K.Kim, CEO of Unichem Co., Ltd has various
experience in Chemical products more than 30
years. With this wide experience, either J.K.Kim
or all our employees try our best to meet the
customers needs.
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WINDSHIELD WASHER

ąUNICHEM windshield washer is manufactured
with excellent quality additives so It does not
damage the rubber of the window brush and
molding.
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CONCENTRATE WINDSHIELD WASHER FLUID

POWER STEERING OIL

ąUNICHEM UN-2 is high concentrate windshield
washer, It could be same quality as Unichem
windshield washer If it is diluted with water at a

ąUNICHEM power steering oil allows you to
handle smoothly and safely as high technical
refined oil does.

one to one ratio.

ąIt removes oil screen and cleaning material of
the car glass and reduces the tiredness of eyes
against diffused reflection.

ąUNICHEM UN-2 is the best product and doesn't

ąUNICHEM windshield washer is the best quality
product, It is for four seasons, and doesn't freeze
at -25í.

To improve the dilution ratio, It is able to prevent
from freezing in case of a bitter cold.

ąUsing the high quality additives and managing a
perfect quality in manufacturing process.

㒅㈥㓹㈼

freeze at even -25í, if it is diluted with water at a
one to one ratio.

ąUsing the high quality additives and managing a
perfect quality in manufacturing process.

ąIt has anti-oxidation additives, anti-rust, pour
point depression, so has good efficiency at any
temperature as oils for high power steering.

ąIn case of a bitter cold and extremely hot
temperature, It Keeps an excellent function for
power steering and shock up chauffeur.

ąUsing the high quality additives and managing a
perfect quality in manufacturing process.
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BRAKE FLUID

BRAKE FLUID

ąUNICHEM brake fluid meets the requirement of
FMVSS116 standard DOT-3 and SAEJ1703 of
U.S.A.

ą6/*$)&.%05CSBLFGMVJEFYDFFET'.744
TUBOEBSE%05BOENFFUTUIFSFRVJSFNFOUTBU
SAEJ1703 of USA.

ąIt makes operation of the brake certainly from
low-speed to high-speed driving and has the

ąIt makes operation of the brake steadly from low-

high stabilization when driving at high boiling
point and low evaporation.

stabilization when driving at high boiling point
and low evaporation.

ąIt contains the high quality additives like as
oxidation inhibitor and rust preventives which can
protect rubber and metal parts.

ąIt contains the high quality additives like oxidation

speed to high-speed driving and has the high

inhibitor and rust preventives which can protect
rubber and metal parts.

/&5t-ã#UMT#PYt-ã#UMT#PY
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ANTIFREEZE & COOLANT

ENGINE COATING TREATMENT

ąUNICHEM RADI-Q formulated the excellent
capabilities of preventing freezing and it is a allweather product for preventing freezing in winter,

ąIt covers the parts which get inner engine friction
and high pressure, with strong oil film, reduces
abrasion and friction heat, and prolongs engine

for cooling in summer respectively.

ąIt contains a special formulated inhibitor
preventing corrosion from special metals such as
aluminum, cast iron, non ferrous metals.

ąIt meets the requirement of KS, JIS, ASTM
specification so It can be used for all domestice
and foreign cars.

life. It saves fuel.

ąIt rises extreme pressure lubrication and antiabrasion power, and improves engine output.

ąIt has an exellent anti-oxidation power. Pouring
it once and it keeps up coating film for 20,00030,000km. It reduces friction, noise and waste
gas.

ąIt does not contain PTFE and molybdenum which
affects adversely or sticks to engine and prevents
coating film from being removed and closing
filter. It can be used to all automobiles.
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GASOLINE ENGINE OIL

DIESEL ENGINE OIL

ąUnichem EX 5000G / EX 7000G(Fully Synthetic
Oil) increases the engine output and fuel efficiency
by using high quality base oil and synthetic oil.

ąUnichem EX 5000D / EX 7000D(Fully Synthetic
Oil) is high quality diesel engine oil. It’s excellent
low temperatures startability and helps the

ąPrevents the accumulation of sludge inside the
engine and maintains clean engine conditions by
adding dispersant.
ąUsing high quality additives reduces friction
and being anti-wear effective, the engine can
operating smoothly. It has superior shear stability
and wear resistance than other mineral oil, as It
contains excellent thermooxidative stability and
low temperature fluidity.
ƙ Performance grade :
∙ API SM/SN, ILSAC GF-4, GF-5
∙ SAE 5W30, 10W30, 10W40, 15W40

protection of the engine.

ąIt makes the optimal drivability under several
driving conditions, such as high temperatures,
over loads and high speeds. It has excellent
efficiency for preventing sludge inside the engine,
protection engine and reduction of friction. These
efficiencies maintains the engine clean.
ƙPerformance grade :
∙ API CG-4/CH-4/CI-4/CJ-4/SL/SJ
∙ SAE 5W30, 10W30, 10W40, 15W40

/&5t-ã#UMT#PY t-ã#UMT#PY
t-1BJMt-%SVN

/&5t-ã#UMT#PYt-ã#UMT#PY
t-1BJMt-%SVN

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION OIL

GEAR OIL GL-5

ąUNICHEM ATF-ς uses the best base oil, It meets

ąCompletely protects surface of all gear for a long
time by using additives which is Excellent extreme
pressure characteristic.

the requirement of Dexron-ς standard at GM and
Mercon specification at FORD of U.S.A.

ąIt has excellent wear resistance, low temperature
fluidity, smooth shift gear characteristic durable

as made of selected friction modifier, abrasion
resistance material, anti-oxidants and dispersant.
It also has excellent performance to prevent oil
leakage.

ąIt can be used for power steering of cars and
various other hydraulic units.

ąU sing excellent anti-rust additives, when the
water gets into the gear device, it inhibit rust and
prolongs gear life.

ąThis is a multi-purposed oil. It can be used from
a light truck to a heavy duty truck which needs
extreme pressure.

Performance grade :

∙ API GL-5 ∙ SAE 80W90, 85W140

ƙPerformance grade :
∙ DEXRON ς
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NLGI : No. 2
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CALCIUM GREASE

NLGI : EP No. 0, 00
/&5tLH1BJM

NLGI : EP No. 2
/&5tLH1BJM

PUMP CAR GREASE

BEARING GREASE

ąUNICHEM Calcium Grease is manufactured
with quality base oil and calcium soap as the
thickner, suitable to vehicle chassis and general

ąUNICHEM Pump Car Grease is manufactured
with quality base oil and lithium soap as the
thickner to be used for heavy load applications

ąUNICHEM Bearing Grease is manufactured with
quality base oil and lithium soap as the thickner, and
it is the dedicated grease for extreme pressure which

grease lubrication, which can be used at room
temperature comparatively with the characteristic
of a melting point that calcium soap possesses.

by increasing extreme pressure, and it is the
dedicated grease for concentrated fueling type
pump car with the smooth pumping ability.

can be used even in harsh condition with impact
load by specially adding extreme pressure additive.

ąIt has the characteristic that is relatively safe to
the contact with water due to its strong water

ąIt is used for concentrated fueling heavy load
bearings, and the product has the excellent

ąIn particular, the product has outstanding water
resistance stability and mechanical stability due to
various excellent characteristics of lithium grease,

characteristics of pressure transportation, load
resistance and mechanical stability.

and it can be used at wide temperature range
(-20í~130í owing to the high melting point.

ąIn particular, anti-corrosion and load resistance of

ąThe product has the effect of long life span owing

UNICHEM pump car grease are outstanding as

to excellent oxidation stability together with

extreme pressure additive is contained.

excellent shearing force, and has remarkable
mechanical stability in case of long term use.

resistance.

ąIt is available to be used at the temperature range
of -10í~60í as the melting point is low.

ąIt is available to be used at the wide range as the
using temperature is high (-10í~100í).
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QUICK CLEANER

GLASS CLEANER

ą8QLFKHP TXLFN FOHDQHU DV FRORUOHVVQHVV DQG

ąGlass cleaner is the same as the strong glass
cleaner easily removes and perfectly solidifies
dust, oil stain, tobacco tar(nicotine), heavy spots

RGRUOHVV /LTXLG PDNHV VROXEOH LQ GLUW VWDLQ RQ
WKH VXUIDFHV RI DOO NLQGV RI PHWDOV DOOR\ PHWDO
WLOHTXLFNO\DVRIWKHH[FHOOHQWHIIHFWRIVROXWLRQ
ą$FFRUGLQJ WR WKH H[FHOOHQW  RVPRWLF DFWLRQ DQG
SRZHURIWKHVROXWLRQGLVSHUVLRQ
ą,WFOHDQVTXLFNO\LQWKHSDUWVRIHQJLQHURRPDQG
ZKHHOWLUH
ą,WKDVQRIODPPDELOLW\DVDDONDOLFOHDQHURIQRQ
LQIODPPDELOLW\DQGIRUPXODWHGKLJKELRGHJUDGDEOH
GHWHUJHQF\ DQG LW LV VDIH WR KXPDQ ERG\ DQG
HQYLURQPHQWV

on the glass and mirrors etc.

/&5t-ã12Btls/Box

/&5t-ã#UMT#PYt-1BJM

LIQUID COATING WAX

LEATHER & TIRE WAX

ą/LTXLG FRDWLQJ ZD[ KDV DQ H[FHOOHQW FOHDQLQJ

ąIt manufactures the natural wax especially to keep

FRDWLQJSURSHUW\DQGSURWHFWVWKHVXUIDFHRIWKH
FDUERG\DJDLQVWDFLGUDLQDQGYDULRXVSROOXWDQWV
DQGFRUURVLRQHWF:LWKDVSHFLDOFRDWLQJILOP

with the high brilliance and the long durability with
only a small quantity.

ąIt protects the symptoms of senility and
discoloration and hardening process with leather

ąAfter clean with it, preventing the attachment of
the minute pollution like the protect of the static
electricity and dust.

ą,W FDQ VDYH RXU FXVWRPHUV WKH HFRQRPLF

ąGlass cleaner feels more refreshed in cleaning
with it's natural perfumes.

ą,WFDQEHXVHGRQPDQ\WKLQJVDVEDFNPLUURU

tire and rubber. It keeps the natural and original
colors on the surface of cars for a long time with
the maintenance of brilliances.

JODVV PHWDOV HOHFWULF KRPH DSSOLDQFHV FORWK
FKHVWZLWKPRWKHURISHDUO

ąIt makes customers more satisfied with the
additive perfumes.

H[SHQFH GXH WR VKRUWHQHG ZRUNLQJ WLPH ZKLFK
LVQRWVDPHDVDQRWKHUVROLGZD[
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WHEEL CLEANER

BATTERY TREATMENT

ąUnichem wheel cleaner makes soluble in dirt,
stain on the surface of all kinds of metals, alloy
metal, tile quickly as of the excellent effect of
solution.

ąT he battery can be used and lasts for a long
time the battery due to prevention of symptoms
of senility and reinforcement of output power of
electrics and the preventing of corrosion of the
extreme plate and removement of sludge.

ąIt has excellent osmotic action and power of the
solution dispersion to clean the wheel and engine
room.

ąIt manufactured distilled water perfectly without
impurities in using the high-tech pure water
manufacturing equipment,

ąIt doesn't only use for battery treatment but It also
uses for automobile coolant and distilled water for
various facilities.
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/&5t-ã20Cans/Box

㉛㊒㐰·㏁ぃ㐛 㐌⽋ⶑ

ą ㏁ぃ㐛⿒㕪㉡ⲕ㑎㇐〫ㄍ⾫ⲧ㇛⼠㉔〫ㇾ㊉㇛ョ
㇐㉔㓷ㅊ㉛㎰〔㇟⾫㉈ⴅⵦ㓮ⲁパ㊏㓮㇘㇛⼠
㔼㈿㉈ⶻ㉙Ⲛㇾ㊉㇛ョ⼍⽢㇛㉈ⱕョㄶ㏖㋈ⷴⷾ
ą ガ㍀ ⳃ㉡㕁 NP 㕁㇐ ㍚㉊ パ㊏㓮Ⲛ ⽢
NP⽓ⷾゞ㈚㓮⾆㉧⹂㍀㉔ハⷮ㉈㓶オガ㍀㍚
⻲㈼㋡㓱ㄋ㉣ㄳⷴⷾ

/&5t-ã20Cans/Box

RUST PREVENTATIVE & LUBRICANT

INJECTOR & CARB CLEANER

ąMakes a film and keeps from rust and corrosion.

ąC leans deposits in carburetor and carbon
deposits which comes from incompleted
combustion of fuel. And restores fuel efficiency
and reduces emissions.

ąPermeates quickly, helps working and softens
rusty parts.

ąI t is safe to most surfaces, and removes
pollutants easily.
ąK e e p i n g a n d l u b r i c a t i n g t h e h o u s e h o l d
commodities and tools.

ąUse Injector & Carb Cleaner first after 20,000km
and use it each 5,000km, and your car as good
as new.

ąL ubricating & rust preventing from cars and
machine parts.
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ⱎ㉲ㇾ〇㓰ゴァ㉛㓠⻔ⳃ㎇㉅⼍
㉙⿇ⲓ㉼⼁㉈ⱛ㎆㇋ㄳⷴⷾ
Ⳝ㍠Ⳝヾⱏ⿉ㆿケ㉋ⲘⲔ㉾㈷㐽㓟⿶㓟㊀㊐ㆿ㉈⼯Ⳝ⳨㋐
⽼⹙ィゐⲔ㉾㈷ⰽ㉡㔫㈮㉷㉊⻃㉊㈴Ⲳ㍶㓝㇇
㈫ⷣ㏁⽄㉃Ⲃ㉫⻰㈷ⶪ㇇ⰽⲉ㉒ㄢⷣⷭ
EX 7000G

Synthetic

ゴァトお㔕㔯

Ⲛ⳩㓴ハ㈼

У㋊ⲥハ㔛Ⳮ Դ ⸐У〩ヷⳭ⸐У㉧⹂㎍㊉Ⳮ⸐У㔠⽰⿈ㄭⳭУ㋡ⲁ㍀
Уㄍㄋ㊑㊡㉲㎦У㓩⽄ㄋ㎇ⳭУ㊇㉲7$1. 7ãⳭ7ãⳭ7ãⳭ7ãⳭ 

㉜㉜㊑㓏ゴァⷮ⼁ ($KU
У㏎⿇㎳㊑㓏㈥ペㆨ / ($〧⹂ㆨ / ($ぃ㉙㐌ㆨ / ($
 3$,/⼸ / ($
У3  (  ㈚ Ⳮ / J ($/ J ($/ J ($/ J ($
  / J ($
EX 7000D

Synthetic
Ⲛ⳩㓴ハ㈼

ENGINE OIL
ぃ㉙㐌㉜㉧⹂㎍㋣⻔㉛

㋊ⲥハ㔛Ⳮⲥ㊏

01. ㄸ㔛ゞⱏ/
02. ㄸ㔛ゞⱏ/
03. ㄸ㔛/
04. ㄸ㔛/
05. ⳃ㔛/
























06.
07.
08.
09.
10.
11.
12.
13.

ⳃ㔛/
ㄸ㔛/
ㄸ㔛⻔㈝/
ㄸ㔛⻔㈝/
ㄸ㔛ゞⱏ/
ㄸ㔛ゞⱏ/
ㄭ㓠㉙/
ㄭ㓠㉙/

3( 㓢⻔ㄭ㑾 ㈚Ⳮ 3(㈚Ⳮⷧ+'3(/'3(ⱎ㋁㈧⼠㉙⾄キオⲧ⾍ㆸ㉈㉧㈼⼒ⲁ
㊑㉨ⱎⷮ㓮Ⲛⶂ㔪㓯ハ㉙㐜㈨㓮㇘㈾㔭㈼⿒パ㍛㊑ㇽㄭⱏ㊩㔪㓯㊑㓏㈚㒸㉲
㈚Ⳮ㇐㊈㓴㓴ⷴⷾ
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Gimcheon Factory# ,BNNVO$PNQMFY ,BNNVO.ZPO (JNDIFPOTIJ ,ZVOHCVL ,PSFB
5FM_'BYwww.koreaunichem.co.kr
Seoul Office : #362 Chungung-dong, Hanam-si, Gyeonggi-do, Korea.
Tel : 82-31-792-7938~2 / Fax : 82-31-792-7961/ www.koreaunichem.co.kr

